
 
Welcome aboard! 





As part of our goal to create a sense of well-being when entering the coach and 
leave a lasting impression on passengers at the end of the journey, we invite you 
to discover the new family of Irizar seats.

In order to do so, we encourage you to take a journey inside where you will discover 
the new “Irizar Colour Collection” which aims to showcase new trends and create 
a fresh vision of our interior so that you feel at home, in a unique environment... in 
an Irizar environment. 

All seats in our catalogue are exclusive to Irizar and have been designed to meet the 
most demanding parameters in terms of safety, ergonomics, comfort and design.



For exquisite tastes

Relaxed, laid-back and free from stress, your body nestles into the enveloping 
arms of the seat, where the imagination, dreams and passion for travel find an 
essential retreat.

The luxury begins with a studied and detailed design which seeks maximum 
comfort thanks to the immaculate padding and an excellent finish in every single 
detail: seams, ergonomics and optionals.

Irizar’s 2+1 or 1+1 seat configuration create an appearance of exclusivity; a luxury, 
customised, unique, safe and comfortable environment that responds to the most 
demanding needs and expectations.

The seats magnify the appeal of the vehicle’s interior and can be upholstered in a 
wide selection of fabrics and leathers. What’s more, they come with a wide range of 
equipment as standard along with various customisable options to help make each 
trip a more enjoyable experience, with a long list of entertainment possibilities on 
board: Wi-Fi system, USB and plug sockets, integrated monitors, individual sound, 
navigation systems... you decide

VIP configurations 





Irizar offers maximum capacity of adaptation allowing the client to configure 
the coach and other equipment options to their own design.
 
Irizar is leading the market to offer our clients cutting edge technologies 
adapted to coaches.





A symphony for the senses

Travelling in first class is a desire that becomes reality each time long-
distance passengers occupy this seat because the seat is the starting point 
for a journey of supreme comfort.

This exclusive Irizar seat is offered in two new designs: one more daring 
and avant-garde and another simpler and more classic. Both are available in 
combinations of new, carefully selected materials, including moquette, flat-
woven fabrics, leather and/or synthetic leather.

Although the visual elegance of the seats cannot be ignored, their development 
has focused on other concepts such as comfort, functionality and adaptability. 
Designed in conjunction with one of the leading European companies in 
the sector, the seats are not only supremely comfortable, they also include 
height-adjustable three-point seatbelts, integrated entertainment screens, 
USB ports, tables, coat-hooks, handles integrated into the seat back... a whole 
range of possibilities to take care of the passenger and provide a unique 
experience that combines luxury and the Irizar personality.

i8 seat





i6plus seat

For those looking for that extra touch of comfort

When comfort and design go hand in hand, this is certain to result in a product 
that combines physical and emotional well-being. We invite medium and long-
distance travellers to find out and to lose themselves in this cosseting seat. 

In our desire to improve and to offer our passengers a better service, we 
wanted to go a step further by not only increasing the features of this 
seat which include, among others, lateral displacement and Isofix security 
systems, but also by expanding the upholstery range. 



i6 seat

Versatility, robustness and reliability

Clean lines, a feeling of robustness and durability, hard-wearing and simple 
upholstery, boundless attention to detail... all are inherent characteristics 
of this seat, whose presence is integrated into the internal design of the 
coach.

The Irizar i6 seats have been exclusively designed for Irizar, with the aim 
of creating a pleasant, spacious environment with maximum comfort and 
well-being for passengers. It integrates with the interior so that each 
kilometre of the trip, especially over medium and long-distances, becomes 
a new experience. 

The seats stand out due to their modern design, ergonomics, durability, 
accessibility and weight optimisation. What’s more, they offer a wide range 
of customisable options. 

The seats include folding armrests with a simple mechanism that does not 
overshadow their robust and reliable appearance.







i4 seat

Robust and practical for intercity routes

Simplicity and harmony of lines in search of a functionality that combines stren-
gth and subtlety. Strong on the inside, and welcoming on the outside.

The Irizar i4 seats are robust and durable, with an optimal thickness to meet the 
requirements of the intercity segment, over short and medium distances.

These comfortable and practical seats are also ergonomic, spacious and very 
versatile, defined by their wide range of optionals that include fixed seats with 
simple mechanisms that reduce maintenance and breakage costs. 



Safety at the forefront

Taking a seat and checking that everything is in order is a good start in order to feel 
safe. Transmitting that safety to the rest of the journey is what differentiates us.

That is why we have made efforts to devise a pneumatic suspension seat with 
automatic weight regulation, designed to ensure safety, ergonomics and the 
comfort of drivers, no matter what shape they are, and so ensure that driving our 
vehicles is a pleasure. 

The seats comply with the stringent R14 regulations and include three-point 
seatbelts, headrests integrated into the back, IPS, pneumatic suspension with 
several manual or automatic adjustments, intelligent memory functions and rapid 
descent, and different options including arms, swivelling, heating, and more. 
 
All these features, plus the fact that they can be upholstered in different moquette 
or leather options and equipped with the latest accessories and systems, makes 
these new generation driving seats the safest and most attractive on the market.

ISRI 6860/875 NTS2 standard equipment

• Three-point safety belt

• Pneumatic suspension with integrated automatic weight and height adjustment

• Integrated headrests

• Lumbar adjustment

• Reclining back

• Integrated pneumatic system

• Cushion depth and tilt adjustment and shock absorber adjustment

• Horizontal and pneumatic adjustment

• Vibrating seat for active safety systems

• Safe

• Seatbelt buckle alarm

Optionals

• Swivelling

• Heated seat

• Ventilated seat

• Different upholstery finishes

• Bosch microphone with integrated Bluetooth

Driver’s seat







A smart and safe courier seat for each coach model  

Enables couriers to travel in a commanding position in safety and comfort without 
sacrificing access space for passengers.

The articulated seat system has an anatomical, solid and functional design, can be 
fixed to the wall or shelf and occupies minimal space. 

Reclining and/or fixed, with an adjustable headrest, it offers the passenger-courier 
an ergonomic position, whether guiding or relaxing.

With optimal design, geometry and comfort, and with the option of synchronised 
movements of the cushion and self-raising armrests, the courier seat enables 
maximum space to be freed up for access to the coach steps when it’s time to 
leave.

The courier seat is equipped with a retractable, three-point seat belt.

Guide seats

Standard equipment  

• Foldable cushion and anatomical back

• Two independently foldable armrests

• Three-point retractable seat belt  

 
Optionals

• Different upholstery finishes

• Customisable anchoring system according to the coach

• Cushion depth of 440, 425, 405 or 370 mm

• Cushion blocking

• Handgrip on seat cushion 





At Irizar, we think of the comfort and needs of all passengers and, of course, of 
those who need more space, such as persons with reduced mobility and parents 
with prams or pushchairs.

As such, we have incorporated the following systems into our coaches, which 
enable an increase in space with minimum effort:

PMR Solutions

• Quick anchoring system that enables seats to be removed and installed easily, 
creating the space necessary for a wheelchair.

• A forward and backward displacing seat system that, thanks to a simple 
mechanism and removing the cushions from the seats, enables the necessary 
space to be created for a wheelchair.

• Seat system with foldable cushions and sliding legs that creates the space for a 
wheelchair without having to remove anything from the coach. 







0 Optional • Standard - Not available

For i4L case, standars is not recllining

i8 seat i6plus seat i6 seat i4 seat

 Seats trimming options

01  Moquette • • • •

02  Full leather  0 0 - -

03  Moquette/leather/semileather/flat woven combination 0 - - -

04  Extra padded  0 0 0 -

05  Top trim extra padded with wings 0 0 - -

06  Integrated semi-leather headrests • • • •

07  Integrated leather headrests 0 0 0 0

08  Seat laterals in leather/semi-leather/flat woven 0 0 0 -

09  Seat sides in leather/semi-leather 0 0 - -

10  Leather/semi-leather/moquette piping 0 0 0 -

11  Double stiched 0 0 - -

12  Punched leather 0 - - -

13  Plastic seat back • • • •

14  Soft trimmed seat back 0 0 0 -



i8 seat i6plus seat i6 seat i4 seat

 Optionals

15  2-point seat belt • • • •

16  3-point seat belt 0 0 0 0

17  Seat belt heigth adjustment 0 - - -

18  Lateral displacement 0 0 - -

19  Isofix anchorage for pram 0 0 - -

20  Reclining • • •    • (1)

21  Folding aisle armrest • • • 0

22  Fixed aisle armrest - - • •

23  Centre armrest 0 0 0 0

24  Leather armrest (aisle/centre) 0 - - -

25  Gangway grab handles 0 0 0 0

26  Seat back handle • • • •

27  2-position plastic footrest 0 0 0 0

28  2-position metal footrest 0 0 0 0

29  4-position plastic footrest 0 0 - -

30  Leg rest 0 0 - -

31  Magazine net 0 0 0 0

32  Cup holder  0 0 0 0

33  Folding rear table in plastic  0 0 0 0

34  Aircraft type table  0 0 - -

35  Coat hook integrated in seat back handle 0 0 - -

36  Waste bin in the middle of every pair of seats 0 0 0 -

37  Multi-channel sound system individual sound 0 0 0 -

38  Individual screen integrated in backrest 0 0 - -

39  Socket 0 0 0 0

40  USB socket 0 0 0 0
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